Interactive Lesson Plan
Season:

Spring 2015

Age Group:

U10

Week:

6

Topic: Dribbling to beat an opponent
Objective: Improve your team's ability to beat players 1v1 by dribbling
Stage

Stage 1
Technical
Warm-up

Organization
5 Cone Dribbling Moves: (12 Minutes)
Set up 5 cones in the shape of a cross with the outer cones 10 yards
from the center cone. Have the players perform the following moves at
the center cone:
1- Outside tap - Inside take
2- Fake and Take
3- Circle Take
4- Roll in and Take
• Play 4 rounds of 2.5 minutes each with 30 second break in between
rounds. Change the move after every round

2v2 to Two Corner Goals and End -Zone Goals: (15 minute minutes)
In a 20x20. The attacking team will try to dribble the soccer ball
through any of the diagonal goals .If the defending team get
possession of the ball they will soccer by dribbling the ball into the end
Stage 2
zone and stop it.
Small Sided Scoring:
Activity
- Dribbling the ball through a goal 10 points
- Dribbling the ball after performing one of the moves 100 point
• Play 4 rounds of 3 minutes each with 1 minute break in between
rounds. Switch attacking/defending teams every round

4v4 to End-zones: (22 minutes)
In a 30Wx40L. Teams of 4 compete to dribble the soccer ball into
the opponent's end-zone.
Stage 3
Scoring:
Expanded - Dribbling the ball into the end-zone and stopping it 10 points
Small Sided
- Dribbling the ball after performing one of the moves into the
Activity
end-zone and stopping it100 point
• Play 2 rounds of 10 minutes each with 2 minute break in
between rounds.

Diagram

Click to insert session diagram

U10: Coach Interventions
Coach (C) - What part of the foot do you use to dribble
forward quickly?
Player (P) - Laces
C - What part of the foot do you use to change
directions?
P - The inside, outside of the foot.
C - What should players do after we change direction?
P - Accelerate into space
C - Why do you need to play with your "head up"?
P - To see where the space is to attack, to see where my
team-mates and opponents are.
C - What are the visual cues that you should take on a
defender?
P - When I am in a 1 v 1 situation with space behind the
defender to attack.

Click to insert session diagram

C - What move can you use to make the defender lose his
balance?
P - Outside tap. Inside take, Fake and Take or be creative and
make up your own. (Improvisation)
C - When should you change speed?
P - After changing direction to dribble past an opponent
C - What are the visual cues that you should try and dribble forward
quickly?
P - When I have time and space, or only 1 defender in front of me.

Click to insert session diagram

C - Where on the field should you be most aggressive when
dribbling?
P - Near the opponent's goal / end-zone or out on the flanks where
there is more space and less defenders.
C - Why would you choose to dribble instead of pass?
P - To draw in defenders to create space for my team-mates in the
attack.

6v6: (25 minutes)

Stage 4
• On a 60Lx40W field, the Red team will play a 1-2-3 and the White team will play 1-1-3-1
Conditioned
• Play the game encouraging players to recognize when to dribble the ball past an opponent.
Game

Reinforce dribbling techniques and tactics
throughout

• Play 2 rounds of 11 minutes with 3 minutes break in between rounds
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